
WHY HAVE ROGER
STONE AND TRUMP
HIDDEN THEIR ONGOING
JOINT DEFENSE
“COLLUSION”?
Donald Trump is happy to admit that he’s a
potential criminal co-defendant with a whole
slew of (37!!) shady characters, up to and
including (perhaps especially) the guy who
worked for his campaign for “free” while
apparently being handled by a current-or-former
GRU officer. He even recently added the far
right’s greatest serial fabulist Jerome Corsi to
his omertà. But his lifelong political advisor,
Roger Stone, is allegedly not in it.

Stone recently told WaPo he’s not in a JDA with
Corsi or anyone else in this investigation,
which would seem to necessarily include Trump.

Stone, who recently brought a new
defense attorney onto his legal team,
said he does not have a joint defense
agreement with Corsi or anyone else who
is involved in the investigation.

Nevertheless, Stone was on ABC yesterday (in a
horrible — for him — appearance that I’ll return
to) denying that he has or would ever ask Trump
for a pardon, the kind of pardon comment that
people who have been floated pardons keep
invoking.

STEPHANOPOULOS: You say you’re always
going to be loyal to President Trump. If
you’re indicted or convicted, do you
expect that he’ll pardon you?

STONE: First of all, generally speaking
in politics, you avoid hypothetical
questions. That said, there’s no
circumstance under which I would testify
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against the president because I’d have
to bear false witness against him. I’d
have to make things up and I’m not going
to do that. I’ve had no discussion
regarding a pardon.

That comment may or many not have been one of
the things (as well as detail of Cohen’s
cooperation against Trump) that set Trump off
this morning.

A number of smart lawyers (including George
Conway and Neal Katyal) argue that this Tweet,
even beyond Trump’s normal efforts, may
constitute witness tampering.

So to sum up: unlike Trump’s 37 other potential
co-conspirators, he — Trump’s longtime political
advisor and a lifelong ratfucker — Stone claims
that he’s not in a JDA, but won’t testify
against Trump out of the goodness of his own
heart.

I find that all very interesting against the
context of a recent WaPo article about how (and
how frequently) Stone and Trump spoke during the
campaign.

In recent months, the Trump
Organization turned over to Mueller’s
team phone and contact logs that show
multiple calls between the then-
candidate and Stone in 2016, according
to people familiar with the material.

The records are not a complete log of
their contacts — Stone told The
Washington Post on Wednesday that Trump
at times called him from other people’s
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phones.

Stone said he never discussed WikiLeaks
with Trump and diminished the importance
of any phone records, saying “unless
Mueller has tape recordings of the phone
calls, what would that prove?”

Stone and WikiLeaks have denied
collaborating with each other, and Stone
has decried the Mueller investigation as
a “political witch hunt” to punish him
for supporting Trump.

Trump has told his lawyers — and last
week said in written answers to Mueller
— that Stone did not tell him about
WikiLeaks’ upcoming release and that he
had no prior knowledge of it, according
to people familiar with his responses.

After a period, by Stone’s admission, Stone and
Trump communicated via cut-outs.

From January through March 2016, Stone
said he had a cellphone number for
Trump. But he said the phone number got
into too many hands, and Trump’s staff
changed it. After that, a pattern
developed for their calls, Stone said:
Trump would call Stone from a blocked
number or from the phones of associates
or campaign aides.

“He would initiate the calls,” Stone
said. “I didn’t call him.”

Once, Stone said, he answered his iPhone
because the caller ID said he was
getting a call from Christopher Ruddy, a
Trump friend who is the CEO of Newsmax,
a conservative television network. But
the voice on the line was Trump’s.

“I believe there was one time when he
asked me to call Roger,” Ruddy said in
an interview Wednesday, adding that he
did not believe “there was any
discussion related to Russians or



improper activities.”

The calls from Trump came at odd hours,
Stone said, because Trump “gets almost
no sleep.” Trump usually wanted to get a
sense of how the campaign was going,
Stone said, or just to “touch base.”
Stone sometimes offered suggestions, but
often he could barely get a word in.

Perhaps in response to Stone’s ABC appearance,
Rick Wilson tweeted that he had alerted Mueller
about an on-going back channel between Stone and
Trump.

Stone recently made Bruce Rogow his lead
attorney on these matters. Rogow
has represented Trump Organization in various
disputes over the years (including one that will
elicit scrutiny in NY State’s lawsuit against
the Trump Foundation.

In 1992, Rogow represented former KKK
leader David Duke in a case brought by
the ACLU to have Duke reinstated on the
Florida Republican presidential primary
ballot.

Those still traumatized by the 2000
election recount might recall
Rogow representingTheresa LePore, the
Palm Beach county election official
responsible for the area’s butterfly
ballots.

[snip]

Rogow began to pick up more cases for
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the Trump Organization.

[snip]

Rogow represented Trump in a federal
complaint that arose from the case,
arguing that the town ordinances
“unconstitutionally restrict its ability
to fly a large American flag at Mar-a-
Lago.”

Trump eventually settled the case,
agreeing to move the flag inwards on his
property and pay $100,000 to an Iraq War
veterans’ charity in exchange for the
town waiving its fines.

The donation was made, but not by Trump
himself or Mar-a-Lago — rather, the
Trump Foundation gave the $100,000. That
donation has now become one part of a
New York State Attorney general’s
lawsuit against the charity.

Call me crazy, but all this suggests that Stone
and Trump are in as close touch as — say —
Manafort and Trump, but for some reason, Stone
and Trump are working harder at hiding their
ongoing ties.

That would be truly remarkable. It would say an
association with Stone — and whatever it is
Mueller seems to know he did during the election
— is even more toxic than Trump’s ties with a
guy apparently being handled by a GRU officer.
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